
Robert Smith 
Night Crew Chief

PERSONAL STATEMENT

Highly qualified Night Crew Chief with experience in the industry. Enjoy 
creative problem solving and getting exposure on multiple projects, and I 
would excel in the collaborative environment on which your company 
prides itself.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Night Crew Chief
ABC Corporation -   May 2000 – April 2006 

Responsibilities:

 Restocked of newly received merchandise to the shelves nightly.
 Shipped and received of merchandise.
 Made sure all associates are successful in completing all tasks given in 

a timely manner.
 Assigned aisles to crew and follow-up on their progress.
 Kept shelves full and faced and building attractive floor, aisle and 

frontend displays.
 Understood the importance of monitoring product pricing, signage, and 

placement and the proper use of product shelf tags and signage.
 Kept clean neat and orderly work areas and warehouses, including well 

swept floors.

Night Crew Chief
Delta Corporation -   1999 – 2000 

Responsibilities:

 Supervise a crew of three employees Order merchandise for the store 
Ensure all shelves are properly stocked and faced Unload and separate 
shipments .

 clovis, ca Night Crew Chief -Travelled the valley to buisnesses on my 
account performing various duties -Professionally cleaned carpets, 
tile/grout .

 Management of the night crew team members Ensure proper ordering 
Monitor stock to ensure inventory control.

 Controlled inventory levels that contributed to the total stores net 
profitability.

 Managed entire store during the overnight hours Inspected shipments, 
unpacked boxes, verified packing slips and track merchandise Retrieved
customer .

 In charge of ordering and taking care of out of code products,receiving 
trucks,palletizing and breaking down the shipment also I was in charge .

 New store opening up I started as a sticker and was promoted to night 
crew chief because I went above a beyond to please the customer.
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CONTACT DETAILS

1737 Marshville Road, 
Alabama
(123)-456-7899
info@qwikresume.com 
www.qwikresume.com

SKILLS

Inventory, Merchandise 
replenisher, Customer 
service.

LANGUAGES

English (Native)
French (Professional)
Spanish (Professional)

INTERESTS

Climbing
Snowboarding
Cooking
Reading

REFERENCES

Reference – 1 (Company 
Name)
Reference – 2 (Company 
Name)
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Education

Associates In Computer Science
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